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Abstract. In this paper, we present techniques for the direct and controlled
manipulation of nanoscale three-dimensional (3D) features using the non-contact
atomic force microscope (NC-AFM). A systematic examination of the nature of
NC-AFM images of such 3D features leads us to propose two distinct protocols for
nanomanipulation. The first protocol consists of switching off the NC-AFM feedback
loop just as the tip approaches a nanofeature of interest. This results in
tip–nanofeature contact and causes the feature to be ‘pushed’ along the surface as
the tip continues to move laterally. The second protocol exploits a peculiar feature
of the NC-AFM which produces reversal of contrast of nanofeatures from positive
to negative in NC-AFM images, due to a feedback instability. The contrast reversal,
which is likely to be universal to NC-AFM, occurs with changes in imaging
conditions and potentially leads to tip–sample contact, thereby allowing
manipulation. This second technique has the advantage of easier identification of
the manipulation regime and the potential for manipulating features that are only a
few nm in size. We demonstrate the viability of these two protocols by directly
manipulating gold particles of diameters 5 and 15 nm into predetermined patterns
on a mica surface. We also illustrate a simple, generic approach that is useful for
obtaining detailed information on the mechanism of any manipulation based on the
scanning probe microscope.

1. Introduction
Since its invention [1, 2], the non-contact atomic force
microscope (NC-AFM) has been increasingly used for
imaging a wide class of materials, ranging from metals
to semiconductors to polymers to biological materials
[3]. The NC-AFM offers unique advantages over other
contemporary scanning probe techniques such as contact
atomic force microscopy (C-AFM) and scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM). The absence of repulsive forces
(present in C-AFM) in NC-AFM permits its use in the
imaging of ‘soft’ samples [3] and, unlike the STM, the NCAFM does not require conducting samples. At the same
time, the ability to resolve atomic rows, steps, or vacancies
on flat (i.e. ‘two-dimensional’ (2D)) semiconductor surfaces
using the NC-AFM, as demonstrated recently [4–8], has
brought this microscope almost on par with the STM.
Nevertheless, the theoretical understanding of NC-AFM
imaging, even of flat 2D surfaces [8, 9], has lagged well
behind the applications of the NC-AFM largely because of
the complexity of the technique. The interpretation of NC† E-mail address: trr@lipari.usc.edu
URL: http://www-lmr.usc.edu:80/∼lmr
0957-4484/98/030237+09$19.50
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AFM images of three-dimensional (3D) features is even
more difficult, because of the influence of the finite size
and shape of the tip [10].
Apart from the imaging capabilities of the NC-AFM,
some inroads are currently being made into utilizing the
NC-AFM for the purposes of nanoscale manipulation. Baur
et al [11] demonstrated the successful nanomanipulation of
15–27 nm diameter Au particles in air while Junno et al
[12] have demonstrated nanomanipulation in air of 30 nm
GaAs particles, both based on a similar approach utilizing
the NC-AFM. These efforts are to be compared with the
achievements of STM and C-AFM in the manipulation
of nanoscale 3D objects such as clusters or molecules.
In ultrahigh vacuum (UHV), the STM has been used to
manipulate molecules (e.g. porphyrins, C60 ) on the size
scale of 1–2 nm [13–15]. The C-AFM has also been used
to physically manipulate objects in various environments
but on a larger size scale of ∼10–100 nm [16–19].
The achievements of the NC-AFM have provided
an impetus to efforts aimed at further understanding
the operating mechanism of this microscope, and
its exploitation in advancing the state-of-the-art in
nanomanipulation. In this paper, we address the two
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important issues of: (a) the scientific underpinnings of NCAFM imaging and manipulation of nanoscale 3D objects,
and (b) the translation of the knowledge base accumulated
through (a) to the development of reliable protocols for
nanomanipulation based on the NC-AFM. Section 2 of this
paper outlines some experimental details. In section 3 we
present results that reveal a peculiar property of the NCAFM—the reversal of contrast of nanoscale 3D features
(also denoted as nanoparticles) in NC-AFM images from
positive to negative. Experimental data and a simplified
force-gradient model of the NC-AFM indicate that such
contrast reversals can arise due to instabilities in the NCAFM feedback. The instabilities are linked to the nature
of the interaction force-gradient between sample and tip.
In section 4, we propose two different protocols for NCAFM based manipulation, based on the knowledge gained
about the mechanism of NC-AFM imaging. The first
protocol (section 4.1) takes advantage of the typical tip–
sample separation during NC-AFM operation and involves
a switching off of the NC-AFM feedback as the tip
approaches a nanoparticle. This results in tip–nanoparticle
contact which ‘pushes’ the particle to a new location
as the tip is moved laterally.
The second protocol
(section 4.2) exploits the phenomenon of negative contrast
described in section 3 and involves changing the NCAFM imaging parameters selectively in order to induce tip–
sample contact. We demonstrate the successful application
of these protocols via nanomanipulation of 5–27 nm
diameter Au particles on a poly-L-lysine functionalized
mica surface. We conclude with a brief comparison of
the strengths and limitations of these two protocols.

amplitude at νset as the tip approaches the sample [1, 2].
This change in A is used as the input to the NC-AFM
feedback. To obtain a NC-AFM image the user initially
chooses a value Aset as the setpoint such that Aset < A(νset )
when the CL is far away from the sample. The NC-AFM
feedback then moves the CL closer to the sample until its
instantaneous oscillation amplitude, A, drops to Aset at the
user-defined driving frequency νset . At this point the sample
can be scanned in the x–y plane with the feedback keeping
A = Aset = constant in order to obtain a NC-AFM image.
The NC-AFM feedback brings the CL closer (on average)
to the sample if Aset is decreased at any point, and moves
the CL farther away from the sample (on average) if Aset is
increased. Overall, the implication of the above model is
that the NC-AFM image may be considered, in the limit of
small A, to be a map of constant interaction-force gradient
experienced by the tip due to the sample.
The samples examined in this study consisted of: (i)
nanofeatures formed on a mica surface upon cleavage of the
latter, and (ii) 5–27 nm diameter Au nanoparticles (covered
with a thin surface layer of gold chloride) deposited from
colloidal solution onto a mica surface that was initially
functionalized with a layer of poly-L-lysine. The details of
the Au sample preparation have been discussed elsewhere
[11]. The poly-L-lysine layer is positively charged in
the room temperature ambient and is required to bind the
negatively charged, gold chloride coated gold particles to
the negatively charged mica surface [11]. The CLs used for
these studies were Park Scientific Instruments ‘Ultralevers’
of with nominal k0 ∼ 18 N m−1 and ν0 in the range ∼300–
400 kHz†.

2. Experimental

3. NC-AFM imaging of nanoscale 3D features

The results reported in this paper were all obtained in air
at room temperature using a Park Scientific Instruments
Autoprobe CP scanning probe microscope (SPM) operating
in the non-contact mode. This NC-AFM works via the
principle of ‘amplitude modulation’ detection [1], which we
briefly summarize here. This detection scheme exploits the
change in the amplitude, A, of the oscillation of a cantilever
(CL) due to the interaction of a tip mounted at the end of the
CL with a sample. To the first order, the working of this
NC-AFM can be understood in terms of a force-gradient
model as shown earlier [1–4, 20, 21]. According to this
model, in the limit of small A, a CL approaching a sample
undergoes a shift, 1ν, in its natural resonance frequency,
ν0 , towards a new value given by
r
1 k0 − F 0 (z)
νeff =
(1)
2π
m

3.1. Contrast reversal

where νeff is the new, effective resonance frequency of the
CL of nominal stiffness k0 and mass m in the presence of
a force gradient F 0 (z) due to the sample. The quantity z
represents an effective tip–sample separation while 1ν =
νeff −ν0 is typically negative, for the case of attractive forces
[4]. If the CL is initially forced to vibrate at a νset > ν0 ,
then the shift in the resonance spectrum of the CL towards
lower frequencies will cause a decrease in the oscillation
238

Figure 1 shows NC-AFM images in air of a nanofeature
on a cleaved mica surface (these and all other grayscale
images shown in this paper were zeroth-order flattened to
compensate for thermal drift in the slow-scan direction).
This nanofeature is evidently a mica particulate produced
as a result of the cleavage. The same nanofeature (labeled
D) is shown as a function of NC-AFM imaging setpoint,
Aset , in panels (a)–(d ), keeping νset constant. In (a), where
Aset = 14 nm, the particle appears in positive contrast, i.e.
as a ‘hill’ with respect to the surrounding flat regions, at an
apparent height of ∼1 nm. In (b) however, for Aset = 4 nm,
the contrast of the same particle is completely negative,
i.e. it appears as a ‘valley’ with respect to the surrounding
flat regions. The reversibility of the contrast is evident in
panel (c), obtained after (b). Here Aset was increased to
15 nm, which brought the contrast back to positive. The
contrast reversal is generally quite abrupt as a function of
Aset as seen in panel (d ). The upper half of this image
was acquired with Aset = 9 nm and the particle appears in
positive contrast here. At the line indicated by the arrow,
Aset was decreased slightly to 8.5 nm, upon which the
† For the NC-AFM images reported in this paper, the driving frequency
νset was chosen to be typically between 0.15 and 0.60 kHz higher than
the natural resonance, ν0 , of the CL.
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functionalized with poly-L-lysine. In figure 2(a), at Aset =
5 nm the Au particles appear in positive contrast whereas
in figure 2(b) (Aset = 4 nm) they appear in partial negative
contrast (see the dark spot near the center of the particles
marked by an arrow). A pair of the same particles have
been labeled 1 and 2 in both figures for reference. We
have also observed and studied the phenomenon of contrast
reversal in contamination-free, in situ UHV NC-AFM
images of nanoscale InAs quantum dots on GaAs [20].
The results in air and UHV suggest that the phenomenon
of contrast reversal is universal in NC-AFM imaging of
nanoscale 3D features. It is also to be noted that, in general,
nanofeature heights (or depths, in the case of negative
contrast images) are dependent on Aset (see also [20]).

Figure 1. NC-AFM images obtained in air (grayscale in z
of ∼1 nm) of the same nanoscale 3D feature (labeled D)
on a cleaved mica surface. All images were obtained at a
constant νset of ∼309.14 kHz (ν0 ∼ 309.00 kHz). In panel
(a ), where Aset = 14 nm, the nanofeature appears in
positive contrast, i.e. it images as a protrusion on the
surface (∼1 nm high). When Aset is decreased to 4 nm, the
nanofeature images in complete negative contrast, i.e. as a
hollow. The contrast reversal is reversible, as seen in (c )
taken after (b ), with Aset = 15 nm. Further, the change in
contrast from positive to negative or vice versa is abrupt as
a function of Aset as shown in (d ). Here the top half of the
image was obtained with Aset = 9 nm and the nanofeature
appears in positive contrast. At the line shown by the
arrow, Aset was decreased slightly to 8.5 nm. Immediately
the contrast changed to negative, as seen in the lower half
of the image.

Figure 2. NC-AFM images in air (grayscale in z of ∼5 nm)
of 5 nm diameter Au nanoparticles on a poly-L-lysine
terminated mica surface. Both images were obtained at
constant νset of ∼334.14 kHz (ν0 ∼ 333.97 kHz). In (a ) the
nanoparticles appear as ∼5 nm high protrusions (as
expected) for Aset = 5 nm. However, when Aset is
decreased to 4 nm in (b ), partial negative contrast is seen
over the nanoparticles (see arrow).

contrast immediately switched to negative as seen in the
lower half of the image.
Figure 2 illustrates an example where the change to
negative contrast is not complete but only partial, using
a sample of 5 nm Au nanoparticles† on a mica surface
† The apparent lateral sizes of the 3D nanoparticles in these and all other
images shown in this paper are greater than their actual sizes due to
broadening resulting from the influence of the finite size of the tip. The
broadening due to the tip is usually of the order of a few tens of nm
indicating that the latter value is the order of magnitude of the tip size.

3.2. Interpretation of contrast reversal in NC-AFM
images
The complexity of the NC-AFM, exemplified by the
ongoing debate on the interpretation of NC-AFM images
of 2D surfaces [4–9], and the added issue of tip shape/size
effects make the interpretation of the above contrast
reversal phenomenon a formidable task. In particular, the
simplified force-gradient model of NC-AFM described by
equation (1) may be insufficient to describe the nature of
the images for the relatively large values of A used in the
measurements. However, the universality of the contrast
reversal phenomenon prompts us to examine whether even
within the assumptions of the simplest model, negative
contrast can arise in the images of nanoscale 3D features.
Figure 3 shows a schematic of the force, F (z), and
the force gradient, F 0 (z), experienced by the tip due to
the sample, as a function of z. The regime labeled I is
the typical operating regime of the C-AFM. The region
marked III corresponds to the stable operating region of
the NC-AFM within the assumptions of the force-gradient
model and given the design of our NC-AFM. That this is
so can be understood as follows [20]. In region III, with
decreasing z, F 0 (z) increases and this will lead to a decrease
in νeff in equation (1), and thus in A as well. This decrease
in A as the tip comes closer to the sample is consistent
with the design rule of our NC-AFM as explained earlier.
Consequently, a nanoscale 3D feature will be imaged in
positive contrast in this region, labeled ‘stable feedback’
in figure 3. On the other hand, in region II (and I), as
z decreases, F 0 (z) also decreases. Therefore, νeff and A
increase with decreasing z. If the NC-AFM tip, initially
in region III, suddenly enters region II or I when it comes
near a 3D feature (e.g. due to sudden attractive forces or
tip–sidewall interactions that occur faster than the response
time of the feedback ∼1 ms) then, the feedback will become
unstable. For instance, in regions II or I, if A exceeds Aset
even infinitesimally because of a sudden decrease in tip–
sample spacing, then the feedback would move the tip still
closer to the feature in an attempt to ‘decrease’ A to Aset ,
which is of course impossible. The result is a ‘runaway’ or
unstable feedback which can cause the nanoscale 3D feature
to appear in partial or complete negative contrast in the NCAFM image. A feedback instability implies that Aset is only
a nominal setpoint and may not actually be achieved within
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Figure 3. Schematic showing the force, F (z ), and the force gradient, F 0 (z ), acting on the NC-AFM tip due to the sample, as
a function of the effective tip–sample separation, z . Region I is the usual regime of operation of the C-AFM. Based on the
consequences of the force-gradient model of NC-AFM imaging (see text), regions II and III are identified as regions of
unstable and stable NC-AFM feedback, respectively.

the negative contrast regions. Experimentally, we have
observed instabilities in NC-AFM images within negative
contrast regions in the form of random fluctuations in the
scanner position, especially when the negative contrast is
pronounced [20, 22]. A consequence of such a feedback
instability is that tip–sample contact might occur. This is
consistent with our experimental observation that prolonged
scanning of an area in which nanoscale 3D features appear
in negative contrast leads to damage on the surface (not
shown; also see [23]†).
The simple model discussed above may not be directly
applicable to the NC-AFM images reported in this paper
which were obtained with non-negligible amplitudes.
However, we suggest that a feedback instability related
to the nature of the force-gradient curve may contribute
significantly to the phenomenon of contrast reversal. In
the following section, we show how our knowledge
of the imaging process can be used to devise reliable
nanomanipulation schemes using the NC-AFM.
4. Manipulation of nanoscale 3D features using
the NC-AFM
The two generic characteristics of the NC-AFM that we
utilize for nanomanipulation are: (1) the operating region
of the NC-AFM is such that the closest point of approach
of the tip to the sample during imaging is likely to be of
the order of a few nm to a few tens of nm [3], and (2) the
onset of negative contrast images of nanoscale 3D features
qualitatively demarcates a regime in which tip–sample
contact might occur. In general, there is no a priori way of
predicting the smallest tip–sample separation in (1) above
† These authors reported the observation of negative contrast in UHV NCAFM images of polycrystalline Ir. In addition, they found a ‘cleansing
effect’ on the surface, i.e. disappearance of certain features observed in
positive contrast, due to repetitive scanning of the same area in which
some features were imaged in negative contrast.
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owing to its dependence on the particular materials system,
tip/CL and environment. However, for the Au samples used
in our study we roughly estimated that the typical distance,
s0 , between the sample surface and the closest point of
approach of the tip to the sample during imaging is of the
order of ∼4–5 nm. In order to make this crude estimate of
s0 , we first started by imaging the Au samples with the NCAFM in the positive contrast mode. We then moved the
oscillating CL towards the surface (without altering Aset )
until the tip came into destructive contact with the surface
(as inferred from tip-induced ∼1 nm deep grooves in the
surface). We found that the scanner (and thus the mean
position of the cantilever) was displaced in z by ∼5 nm
during this process suggesting that s0 was in the range of
∼4–5 nm. The onset of tip–sample contact in (2) above
was simply detected by entering the negative contrast mode
and then further lowering Aset until some surface damage
was detected during prolonged scanning. The translation
of characteristics (1) and (2) above into working protocols
is described in the following.
4.1. ‘Feedback off’ protocol for nanomanipulation
If s0 is ∼5 nm, then we expect that during a scan the NCAFM tip is likely to come into contact with any nanofeature
that is >s0 (5 nm) in height (measured from the flat surface
of the sample), if the NC-AFM feedback is disabled just
before the tip reaches this feature. This is the principle
governing our first protocol. This protocol is therefore
appropriately referred to as the ‘feedback off’ protocol and
is depicted schematically in figure 4. Initially, an image
of the sample in the positive contrast mode is obtained.
Then, a nanoparticle of interest is chosen and a line scan
is performed approximately over the center of the particle
[11]. Another line scan is then initiated (figure 4(a)) but
this time, the NC-AFM feedback is disabled just before the
tip reaches the nanoparticle (figure 4(b)). This causes the
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Figure 4. Schematic illustrating the mechanism of nanomanipulation using the ‘feedback off’ protocol. In (a ), the tip is in the
imaging mode and is approaching a nanoparticle of interest. When the tip comes very close to the nanoparticle, the NC-AFM
feedback is turned off (b ) which causes tip–nanoparticle contact. By moving the tip laterally, the nanoparticle is pushed to a
new, predetermined location (b ). Finally, the feedback is turned back on to return to the imaging mode (c ). During this
process the value of Aset is left unchanged by the user.

tip to come into contact with the nanofeature. By keeping
the feedback disabled for a certain interval of time/distance,
the particle can be moved in a desired direction to a
predetermined location (figure 4(b)). Once the particle has
been moved (or ‘pushed’), the feedback is turned on again
to return to the imaging mode (figure 4(c)). The viability
of this protocol has already been demonstrated by us for
15 and 27 nm gold nanoparticles, and in particular, by the
controlled manipulation of a random arrangement of 15 nm
Au particles into a pattern that spelled out the letters ‘USC’
[11].
An issue of interest here is whether each particle is
indeed moved due to repulsive forces or, perhaps, by
the tip ‘dragging’ a particle that is attracted to it. The
fact that these particles were ‘swept’ away during C-AFM
imaging [11] showed that repulsive forces could move
these particles. To unambiguously eliminate the possibility
of ‘dragging’ due to attractive forces we performed the
following simple experiment. In figure 5(a) is shown
a schematic of a nanoparticle and a NC-AFM line scan
over this particle prior to manipulation. The lines m and
n demarcate the two ends of the manipulation window.
For a scan proceeding from left to right, the feedback is
disabled at point m and re-enabled at point n. In the case
shown in figure 5(a), the point m was chosen to be initially
located just above the center of the particle and it was then
moved towards n in subsequent trials, keeping the position
of n fixed. For every position of m at or to the right of
the position shown in figure 5(a) there was no movement
of the particle at all, when the feedback was turned off
in the window m–n (for all particles surveyed). Thus,
the possibility of attractive forces causing Au nanoparticle
motion is excluded, firmly establishing that repulsive force
(‘pushing’) is involved in the manipulation event.
To obtain further insight into the mechanism of pushing,
we chose the windows m and n as shown in figure 5(b).
Here n was fixed right over the middle of the particle and
m was chosen to its left and swept as indicated by the
arrows. For each choice of position m, the quantity h
corresponding to the height, at position m, in the cross
sectional profile obtained prior to manipulation was noted.
We found that there is a maximum value of h, hmax ,
beyond which (i.e. for h > hmax ) there was no detectable
displacement (δdet ∼ 2 nm) of the nanoparticle. The value

Figure 5. Schematics of manipulation experiments aimed
at obtaining a deeper understanding of the mechanism of
the ‘feedback off’ protocol. In these figures the positions
labeled m and n correspond to the points where the
feedback is turned off and on, respectively, during a scan
proceeding from left to right. The quantity 1mn is the size
of the manipulation window m –n . The value h corresponds
to the height in the cross sectional profile obtained prior to
manipulation at position m . The direction of arrows show
how m or n are varied in the experiments. See text for
discussion.

hmax typically varied in the range ∼7–10 nm for the 27 nm
Au particles†. From this, we can approximately estimate
the maximum allowed separation (smax ) between the tip and
the flat sample surface before the feedback is turned off,
for which detectable particle displacement will be found.
Roughly, smax ≈ s0 + hmax . For the 27 nm particles, smax
estimated in this way is ∼11–15 nm. This indicates that
for the ‘feedback off’ protocol to work the lowest point
of approach of the tip towards the flat surface (prior to
switching off of the feedback) should approximately lie
below the center line of the nanoparticle.
Figure 5(c) illustrates how one can study the effect of
the size of the manipulation window m–n, 1mn , on the
corresponding displacement, d, of the particle. Here m is
† Occasionally hmax was as high as ∼17 nm. This is not surprising
because the sample preparation method [11] is such that there is limited
control over the local bonding of the Au nanoparticles to the poly-Llysine. We expect differences in the binding strengths of the Au particles
across the sample and this would result in lower or higher values for hmax
depending on whether the binding is stronger or weaker for that particular
particle.
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fixed at the position shown and n is initially placed right
above the middle of the particle. The particle is then pushed
and the value of d noted. The window positions m and n
are then displaced by d in the direction of the push and
in addition, n is moved a little further towards the right to
increase 1mn (as shown by the arrow in figure 5(c)). The
next manipulation event is then carried out. This process
is repeated for the same particle in successive pushes with
increasing 1mn . The results of such experiments on the
27 nm particles show variations between particles, which
are expected because of the likely inhomogeneous nature
of their binding to the poly-L-lysine. There are, however,
two interesting findings that provide insight into the nature
of the pushing process as well as the nature of the binding.
These findings are illustrated in the example shown in
figure 6, which plots d for the same 27 nm Au nanoparticle
in successive pushes (as explained above) as a function
of 1mn . The broken line from the bottom left to the top
right shows the behavior d = 1mn , i.e. the imaginary
case where the particle displacement equals the window
size. For all particles, the actual data points always lie
below this line (i.e. d − 1mn < 0). As seen in figure 6,
d − 1mn for the initial push is significantly larger than for
the subsequent pushes. This indicates that the resistance
offered by the particle to being pushed is greatest for the
first push. Secondly, and interestingly, for the second and
higher pushes, d ∝ 1mn †. These two observations might
be an indication that once a particle is dislodged from its
initial location, the new bonds (if any) that the particle may
form with the substrate are weaker, and might be relatively
independent of its location on the surface‡. The fact that
d is less than 1mn [11] indicates that the pushing might be
preceded by some deformation of the tip/CL or the particle.
We note that we have so far not been able to manipulate
5 nm gold particles using the above protocol. This is not
surprising considering the estimated value of s0 of ∼5 nm.
4.2. ‘SETPOINT CHANGE’ protocol for
nanomanipulation
The essence of this protocol, which exploits the negative
contrast phenomenon discussed in section 3 above, is
depicted schematically in figure 7. The procedure followed
prior to the manipulation event is exactly the same
as in section 4.1 and the NC-AFM tip approaches the
nanoparticle in the positive contrast imaging mode, with
Aset = A1 (figure 7(a)). When the tip is in close proximity
to the nanoparticle, the computer is programmed to reduce
Aset to a value A2 . The value A2 is chosen such that it
is sufficient to induce tip–nanoparticle contact. Typically
† This relationship appears to be valid for 1mn < ∼125 nm. For
1mn > ∼125 nm, the quantity d − 1mn becomes more negative than for
1mn < ∼125 nm causing a negative deviation from the proportionality.
Although the reason for this is not clear, it might in part be due to the
fact that as 1mn increases, the time (t) for which the feedback is kept
switched off increases. As t increases, thermal drift in the z-direction
could become appreciable enough to affect the relative position of the tip
and nanofeature, which might contribute to the above observation.
‡ At this time it is difficult to independently verify this supposition,
given the yet unknown details of the chemical processes occurring during
the preparation [11] of these Au samples, and their dependence on the
preparation conditions.
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Figure 6. Plot of the lateral displacement of the same
27 nm diameter Au particle on poly-L-lysine functionalized
mica, for successive pushes with varying manipulation
window size, 1mn . The ‘feedback off’ protocol was used to
achieve the manipulation. The broken line from the bottom
left to the top right shows the line d = 1mn , corresponding
to the imaginary case where the particle displacement
exactly equals the manipulation window size. The quantity
d − 1mn is most negative for the first push signifying that
the particle offers the greatest resistance to motion in the
first push. For subsequent pushes, d is approximately
proportional to 1mn .

A2 is at least a few nm below the value of Aset at the
transition point between positive and negative contrast for
the nanoparticle (e.g. this latter value is Aset ∼ 4 nm for
the 5 nm Au particles shown in figure 2). The tip is moved
laterally with Aset = A2 for a predetermined time/distance
as shown in figure 7(b), and the nanoparticle is pushed to
a new location. Once this is accomplished, the computer
resets Aset to A1 such that the tip returns to the imaging
mode (positive contrast) (figure 7(c)).
Figures 8–10 demonstrate the viability of the ‘setpoint
change’ protocol for nanomanipulation. These figures show
examples of manipulation of the 5 nm gold particles on a
mica surface terminated by poly-L-lysine. The values of A1
and A2 were 5 and 1 nm, respectively, for the results shown
in these images. All the images were acquired with Aset =
A1 = 5 nm. Figure 8 shows how a random distribution
of 5 nm gold particles in panel (a) was manipulated to
form a predetermined chain-like pattern in figure 8(b). The
labels 1–3 in the figure correspond to the same set of three
particles that were left untouched, for reference purposes.
(The large bright feature in the lower right corner of the
images is a lone 15 nm high Au nanoparticle.)
Figure 9 shows how the ‘setpoint change’ protocol can
be used effectively to push two particles simultaneously.
In figure 9(a), two 5 nm Au particles are shown enclosed
in a broken box. To push these particles together, the tip
was forced to follow a path approximately bisecting the
two particles from left to right, as shown by the arrow.
The result is seen in figure 9(b) where one large feature is
seen within the box in contrast to two distinctly separate
features in (a). Finally, the pair in (b) was moved by a
small amount in the direction of the arrow to a new location

Direct and controlled manipulation of nanometer-sized particles

Figure 7. Schematic illustrating the mechanism of the ‘setpoint change’ manipulation protocol. Panel (a ) shows the NC-AFM
tip approaching the nanoparticle of interest. At this stage, Aset = A1 corresponding to the positive contrast, imaging mode.
When the tip is in close proximity to the particle, Aset is decreased to A2 (b ). The value A2 is chosen such that this would
correspond to the negative contrast regime, and more importantly, so that tip–nanoparticle contact is induced. The tip is
moved laterally with Aset = A2 for a predetermined interval of time/distance, which in turn displaces the nanoparticle as desired
(b ). Once the particle has been moved to a new location, the value of Aset is reset to A1 to return to the imaging mode (c ).

Figure 8. NC-AFM images in air (grayscale in z of ∼5 nm)
demonstrating direct and controlled nanomanipulation of
5 nm Au particles using the ‘setpoint change’ protocol. The
labels 1–3 correspond to the same set of three particles in
both images, left untouched for reference purposes. A
random distribution of particles in (a ) was rearranged to
form the chain-like pattern in (b ). For the manipulation,
A1 = 5 nm and A2 = 1 nm were used. Both images were
obtained with Aset = 5 nm and νset fixed at ∼394.86 kHz
(ν0 ∼ 394.51 kHz). The lone, bright feature in the lower
right corner of both images is a 15 nm diameter Au particle.

in (c). A cross sectional profile across the pair is shown in
figure 9(d ), corresponding to the full line inside the broken
box of figure 9(c). The profile shows the presence of
two particles (marked by arrows) within the bright feature
contained in the broken box of panel (c). For reference,
the same feature labeled 1 is shown in figures 9(a)–(c).
Figure 10 shows how a nanoparticle can be pushed
in the third dimension up and over surface protrusions or
obstructions. In figure 10(a), a 5 nm Au particle (labeled
1) is shown along with a surface protrusion (∼2 nm high)
labeled B. Pushing particle 1 towards the feature B (see
arrow in panel (a)) resulted in this particle sitting on top of
B, making B invisible (figure 10(b)) and making particle
1 appear taller in the image (brighter than in panel (a)).
Subsequently, the particle 1 was pushed farther to the right
as shown by the arrow in panel (b), upon which it moved
down and away from B. The result is shown in figure 10(c)
where both features 1 and B are visible once again.
4.3. Comparison of manipulation protocols
Unlike the ‘feedback off’ protocol, the ‘setpoint change’
protocol is not limited by the height of the nanoparticle
in relation to the closest tip–sample approach distance

Figure 9. NC-AFM images (grayscale in z of ∼5 nm)
demonstrating the use of the ‘setpoint change’ protocol to
move two 5 nm Au nanoparticles simultaneously. In (a ) a
pair of particles are shown enclosed in the broken box. The
NC-AFM tip was forced to follow a path roughly bisecting
these two particles in the direction of the arrow. The result
of the manipulation event is shown in (b ). The pair is seen
to have moved together and combined to form a (laterally)
larger feature (see box in (b )). This larger feature was
moved in the direction of the arrow in (b ), slightly to the
left. The result is seen in (c ). Panel (d ) shows a cross
sectional profile of the feature in (c ), corresponding to the
full line inside the box in (c ). The profile shows the
presence of two maxima (marked by arrows) corresponding
to the two particles in the pair. (The absence of the
expected dip in the profile between the two maxima is due
to the size of the tip. Also, the profile does not run exactly
through the middle of both particles and hence appears
asymmetric.) All imaging/manipulation parameters were
identical to those in figure 8.

(s0 ). Therefore, it can potentially be used for entities
as small as nm-sized molecules. On the other hand, the
‘feedback off’ protocol is to be preferred in the case of
larger particles because it provides greater control, unlike
the setpoint change protocol which relies on a feedback
instability to induce tip–sample contact. In addition, the
distances by which the particles can be moved using the
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Figure 10. NC-AFM images (grayscale in z of ∼5 nm)
illustrating the pushing of a 5 nm Au nanoparticle (labeled
1) over a ∼2 nm high surface protrusion (B) using the
‘setpoint change’ protocol. In (a ) the particle 1 is pushed
towards the feature B. The result is that the particle sits on
top of B making B invisible and feature 1 appear
brighter/taller (panel (b )). On further pushing, the particle 1
moves down B and towards the right to its new position in
(c ), where both features 1 and B are seen again. All
imaging/manipulation parameters were identical to those in
figure 8.

‘setpoint change’ protocol are typically less than those
achievable using the ‘feedback off’ protocol. However,
the regime for manipulation for any materials system can
be identified more easily with the setpoint change protocol
due to the universality of the contrast reversal phenomenon.
Both protocols are easy to implement and test on a wide
variety of materials systems, in any environment†.
The main limitation of both protocols is that they can
produce tip and/or nanofeature damage due to repulsive
forces during manipulation. For example, surface damage
and/or changes in the tip shape as manifest by changes in
the apparent shape and/or size of the imaged particles are
sometimes observed. This can affect the reproducibility of
the manipulation. The success and reproducibility of the
manipulation on a given nanofeature is expected to be a
function of the local bonding properties of the nanofeatures
to the substrate. Greater control of the sample preparation
will allow better control over the manipulation of each
particle. By varying the manipulation window (as in
figure 5) a rich amount of information can be extracted
about the mechanism of manipulation. This approach can
be used in any manipulation experiment using any SPM
technique.

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, we have presented two different techniques
for direct manipulation of nanoscale 3D features using
the NC-AFM. The first one, the ‘feedback off’ protocol,
† [11] provides more discussion on some of the manipulation issues
involving the ‘feedback off’ protocol.
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exploits the typical tip–sample separation during NC-AFM
imaging and involves a switching off of the feedback
to push the nanoparticle. The second technique, called
the ‘setpoint change’ protocol, works by a change in the
NC-AFM imaging setpoint to achieve manipulation. This
technique exploits a remarkable property we find in NCAFM images of nanoscale 3D features—a reversal of image
contrast that can lead to tip–sample contact. We propose
that the contrast reversal phenomenon is universal to NCAFM imaging of nanoscale 3D features. Our experiments
indicate that pushing of the nanoparticle by the tip via
repulsive forces is the mechanism of manipulation in both
of the above protocols.
Additionally, we have demonstrated a simple approach,
involving a variation of the manipulation window,
which provides a rich amount of information about the
manipulation process. Both of the manipulation protocols
and the manipulation-window variation can be applied
to a wide variety of materials systems for any SPMbased nanomanipulation. Finally, by drawing on a simple
force-gradient model, we emphasize the importance of
understanding the basic mechanism of NC-AFM imaging in
the design and interpretation of manipulation experiments.
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